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Hereby, we inform you that the first unit of the most modern sales complex of food

commodities of the republic "AGRO MALL" agrocomplex has been launched in Baku

since March 19,2017 .

The complex mainly consists of 4 parts:

Pavilion intended for the manufacturing companies of the country

Retail merchandising areas intended for the regions of Azerbaijan.

International pavilions intended for the world countries.

Areas intended for the wholesale business.

The complex has been built in accordance with the "farmers market" project existing in

Europe.

The complex situated near the city center, provided with high-capacity refrigerators and

other warehouses, encompasses main foodstuff manufacturers of the republic, each

representing their exhibition sales activities on pavilions.

are also areas dedicated to "Intemational pavilions" in the complex, which give an

nity to foreign businessmen to be represented in our country.

goal of the "AGRO MALL" project is to integrate manufacturers of agricultural

s and other food commodities as an asseciation by gathering them together in one

ide their entry into foreign countries as well as to promote the products of

ntries in our country by cooperating with them, to organize sale of'the



We see the format of cooperation with the product manufacturers of your cou

following:

There are exhibition sales pavilions allocated for your country in the complex (pavilio

area will be formed whichever you prefer), Manufacturing companies of your country

can place samples of their products at the pavilion to promote them and we can make

consignment contract in order to organize an exclusive sale of these products (details

of the contract will be agreed during the negotiations). Products we want to import

may be food, agricultural, decorative plants, trucks, veterinary medicines,

agrochemical products and etc. Moreover, we can suggest you areas for cafes,

restaurants, pubs in order to promote your national cuisine.

In case if yourcompany would be interested in products manufactured in our

company, we can discuss the opportunity of exchange those products to food and

nonfood commodities.

Futher, in case of allocation of special areas in your country, we can discuss the issue

regarding construction of agrocomplexes on those areas and issues of cooperatiorl

th investors from this perspective.

ursuing these aims you're kindl

rters, fun d interested in with Azerbaijan

us in establishment relations and hieh-level coo
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